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Abstract

Buffer management for aD-disk parallel I/O system is considered in the context of randomized placement of data
disks. A simple prefetching and caching algorithm PHASE-LRU using bounded lookahead is described and analy
shown that PHASE-LRU performs an expected number of I/Os that is within a factor�(logD/ log logD) of the number
performed by an optimal off-line algorithm. In contrast, any deterministic buffer management algorithm with the same
of lookahead must do at least�(

√
D ) times the number of I/Os of the optimal.
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Multiple-disk parallel storage systems [9] are b
ing increasingly deployed in high-performance serv
to meet the ever-increasing demands for I/O per
mance. However it remains a challenging problem
effectively use the increased disk bandwidth to
duce application I/O latency. Effective use of I/O p
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In this paper we describe a simple buffer mana
ment algorithm, PHASE-LRU, and analyze its p
formance using the Parallel Disk Model [19]. In th
model, the I/O system consists ofD independently-
accessible disks and anM-block shared I/O buffer
The data for the computation is stored on the disk
blocks. In each parallel I/O up toD blocks, at most one
from each disk, can be accessed. From the viewp
of the I/O, the computation is characterized by arefer-
ence stringconsisting of the ordered sequence of blo
references that are made by the computation. Ser
the reference string entails performing I/O operatio
needed to provide the computation with blocks in
order specified by the reference string. Performanc

.
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based on the number of parallel I/Os required to ser-
vice a given reference string.
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Prefetching and caching are fundamental te
niques used to improves parallel I/O performan
Prefetching refers to the process of initiating a re
from a disk before the computation demands the d
While a read progresses on one disk, reads can
started concurrently on the other disks to prefe
data that are required later in the computation. Th
prefetched blocks are held in the I/O buffer un
needed. Caching refers to the process of retaining
viously referenced blocks in the buffer in anticipati
of later reuse.

In order to prefetch accurately, the prefetch
mechanism must have access to a portion of the
erence string beyond the current reference. This is
bodied in the notion of lookahead. Considerable
tention has been devoted to the problem of obta
ing such lookahead information from applications
ing combinations of programmer hints and progr
analysis [15]. The lookahead information can also
used by the caching mechanism in deciding wh
blocks to evict from the buffer. PHASE-LRU usesM-
block lookahead, defined precisely in Section 1.2.
tuitively, M-block lookahead provides the next buffe
load of distinct requests to the buffer managemen
gorithm.

For a uniformly random assignment of data bloc
to disks, the expected number of I/Os perform
by PHASE-LRU is shown to be within a facto
�(logD/ log logD) of the number of I/Os done by th
optimal off-line algorithm. In contrastanyscheduling
algorithm with the same lookahead, that uses o
deterministic rather than randomized placemen
known to have a competitive ratio of�(

√
D ) [5].

In a sequential I/O model, a winning caching str
egy is to always evict the block whose next r
erence is the farthest. This is the policy used
the optimal single-disk buffer management algorit
MIN [6]. In a parallel I/O system however, this po
icy can be ineffectual since the performance
pends both on the number of blocks accessed
the parallelism with which they are fetched. Co
sider an example withD = 3 and M = 6, where
blocks ai (respectivelybi , ci ) are placed on disk 1
(respectively 2, 3). Suppose that at some point
buffer containsa1, a2, a3, b1, b2, c1, and the remain
der of the reference string consists of the subseque
 :

Disk 3 c2 Disk 3 c2 c1

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Schedules for reference stringΣ∗.

Σ∗ = a4b3c2a4b3b2b1c1a1a2a3. Fig. 1(a) shows the
I/O schedule obtained by using MIN’s eviction po
icy. To fetch a4 MIN evicts a3. Blocks b3 and c2
are prefetched along witha4, evicting blocksa2 and
a1. Three more I/Os, fetchinga1, a2 and a3 respec-
tively, are required to complete the schedule. In c
trast Fig. 1(b) shows a schedule that takes only 2 ra
than 4 steps. This is obtained by evicting blocksa1, b1
andc1 at the first step. When the computation ref
encesb1 these blocks are read back in just one pa
lel I/O.

1.1. Previous work

Classical buffer management has been studied
tensively in a sequential I/O model [2,6,7,10,14,1
These works primarily deal with developing efficie
buffer management algorithms for a single-disk s
tem, by optimizing decisions regarding the bloc
to be evicted from the buffer. The use of inform
tion regarding future accesses,lookahead, to improve
the eviction decisions made by on-line algorithms
single-disk systems was studied in [2] and [7], us
different models of lookahead. The notion of look
head used in this paper closely resembles the notio
strong lookahead introduced in [2]. InL-block strong
lookahead, the lookahead window is the largest su
quence of the reference string that includesL distinct
references beyond the current reference. The m
in [7] appears harder to realize in practice, requir
knowledge of the nextL distinct references that ar
not currently in the buffer.

The overlap of processor and I/O operations i
stall model of computation for a single-disk syste
was addressed in [8]. Off-line approximation alg
rithms were presented and analyzed using the rela
I/O and processing speeds as parameters. Later, i
optimal scheduling algorithms for this model based
integer programming were shown.

In [5] the question of designing on-line prefetc
ing algorithms for read-once reference strings w
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addressed, and fundamental bounds were presented.
However, the problem of general reference strings
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in which blocks can be repeatedly accessed was
considered. For read-once reference strings and u
M-block lookahead, matching bounds of�(

√
D ) on

the competitive ratio of prefetching algorithms we
derived. Prefetching algorithms for read-once re
ence strings using multiple disks and randomized d
placements were analyzed in [1,4,5,12,16]. Note
caching is not useful in read-once reference stri
since there is no reuse of blocks.

In [13] the single-disk stall model of [8] was gene
alized to incorporate parallel I/O, and an approxim
off-line buffer-management algorithm was present
An optimal off-line buffer management and sched
ing algorithm was presented in [18] for a distribute
buffer parallel I/O model in which each disk has
own private buffer.

1.2. Definitions

We use the Parallel Disk Model [19] consistin
of D independent disks and anM-block shared I/O
buffer, M � D. The reference stringΣ = r1r2 · · · rn,
is the ordered sequence of block references mad
the computation. We use block(ri) to refer to the block
referenced byri .

Definition 1. The buffer management algorithm h
M-block lookaheadif immediately afterri is refer-
enced, the lookahead consists of the smallest su
quence,ri+1ri+2 · · · rj , containing references to ex
actlyM distinct blocks.

Algorithm
-

nextM distinct blocks. However, while the latter us
the largest such window, the former uses the sma
such window.

Definition 2. An online parallel buffer manageme
algorithmA has a competitive ratio ofCA if for any
reference string the number of I/Os thatA requires
is within a factorCA of the number of I/Os require
by the optimal off-line algorithm serving the sam
reference string. IfA is a randomized algorithm the
the expected number of I/Os done byA is considered

2. PHASE-LRU

In this section we describe PHASE-LRU, and a
alyze its performance for random data placement.
shall show that PHASE-LRU has a competitive ra
of �(logD/ log logD), with M-block lookahead. The
algorithm is described in Fig. 2.

For deterministic and static placement of data
the disks, PHASE-LRU has a worst-case competi
ratio of �(min{√M,D}). This can be seen by con
structing a reference stringΣ from alternating se
quences ofM blocks as follows: every odd sequen
consists of references to the same set ofM blocks on
disk 1; every even sequence consists of reference
M different blocks striped amongN,N � D −1 disks
different from disk 1. All odd sequences therefore
cess the same set ofM blocks sequentially from disk 1
while every even sequence accesses a fresh setM

SE-LRU
On a referenceri , algorithm PHASE-LRU takes the following actions.

If block(ri ) is present in the buffer then no I/O is necessary.
If block(ri ) is not present in the buffer then

Let Hi be the set of blocks in the lookahead consisting of the first
block from each disk that is not present in the buffer.

From among the blocks in the buffer that do not occur in the lookahead
select the|Hi | least recently referencedblocks for eviction.

Evict the selected blocks and initiate an I/O to fetch the blocks in|Hi |.

Service referenceri .

Fig. 2. Algorithm PHASE-LRU.
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blocks evenly striped among the same set ofN disks.
If Σ consists ofk repetitions of the odd and even se-
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may have different colors in different phases. However
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quences, then it may be seen that PHASE-LRU w
perform�(Mk) I/Os, since it will evict all blocks of
an odd phase (even though they occur again in the
odd phase) to fetch blocks of the following even pha
In contrast, a better algorithm would cache most of
blocks (all butN ) of the odd phases, and use the freeN

buffer to service the striped even phases with full p
allelism. For the odd phases at mostN blocks missing
from the buffer need to be fetched one-at-a-time;
the even phases the blocks can be fetched inM/N par-
allel I/Os. The total number of I/Os done is bound
by O((N +M/N)k), from which we get the following
lemma.

Lemma 1. The competitive ratio of PHASE-LRU for
deterministic data placement is�(min{√M,D}).

Motivated by the pessimistic nature of these
sults, we explore the performance of PHASE-LRU
a randomized setting, where the blocks are distribu
among the disks randomly. That is each block in
pendently has a probability 1/D of being on any disk

2.1. Analysis

We analyze the performance of PHASE in s
quences that consist of references toM distinct blocks
calledphases. Blocks in a phase are colored eitherred,
blue or greendepending on where they were refe
enced previously.

Definition 3.

• The reference string is partitioned into sub
quences of maximal length called phases, s
that the number of distinct blocks referenced
any phase is exactlyM. The first reference is in
phase(1).

• Let Si denote the set ofM blocks referenced in
phase(i). Block b ∈ Si is assigned a unique colo
as follows:b is coloredred if it is not referenced
in any phase(j), j < i; is coloredblue if its last
reference outside this phase was in phase(i − 1);
and is coloredgreen if its last reference outsid
this phase was in some phase(j), j � i − 2.
its color in any give phase is uniquely defined. In
following development we assume that phase(i) is an
arbitrary but fixed phase of the reference string.

Let Ri,Bi andGi denote the number of blocks o
Si that are colored red, blue and green respectiv
Note that by definition of phase,Ri + Gi � 1. For
each color, let the number of blocks ofSi that are
present in the buffer, just prior to referencing the fi
block of phase(i) beri , bi andgi , respectively. Hence
at the start of phase(i) at mostM − (ri + bi + gi)

blocks ofSi need to be fetched to service the pha
and the buffer containsM − (ri + bi + gi) blocks that
are not referenced in phase(i). Denote these block
by the set waste(i). We show in Lemma 2 that a
blocks of waste(i) must have had their last referen
in phase(i − 1).

Lemma 2. All blocks ofwaste(i), found in PHASE-
LRU’s buffer at the start ofphase(i), must have bee
referenced duringphase(i − 1).

Proof. A block in waste(i) that is not reference
in phase(i − 1) must be referenced in phase(i − 2)

or earlier. Assume for purposes of contradiction t
among all blocks in waste(i) whose last reference wa
prior to phase(i − 1), b is the block with the earlies
last reference.

Since M blocks different fromb are referenced
during phase(i − 1), PHASE-LRU must evictb unless
it occurs in the lookahead. Ifb is evicted it will not
be refetched into the buffer unless it reappears in
lookahead. In either caseb cannot be in waste(i): a
contradiction. ✷
Lemma 3. The number of blue blocks ofSi not present
in the buffer at the start ofphase(i) is at mostri + gi .

Proof. By Lemma 2 all blocks of waste(i) are refer-
enced in phase(i − 1). Therefore, at least|waste(i)|
blocks referenced in phase(i −1) are not referenced i
phase(i), and hence there are at mostM −|waste(i)| =
(ri + bi + gi) blue blocks inSi . Now bi blue blocks
of Si are present in the buffer at the start of phase(i),
so at most(ri + gi) blue blocks are not present in th
buffer. ✷
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Lemma 4. The number of blocks ofSi fetched by
PHASE-LRU duringphase(i) is at most(Ri + Gi).
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Proof. Since no block referenced in phase(i) will be
evicted if it is later referenced in the same pha
we need only count the number of blocks ofSi that
are not present in the buffer at the start of phase(i).
Summing the number of each color and using Lem
3, the number of blocks not in the buffer at the st
of phase(i) is at most(Ri − ri ) + (ri + gi) + (Gi −
gi). ✷

To bound the number of I/Os done by PHASE-LR
in any phase, we relate it to the classical occupa
problem [11]. Suppose thatB balls are randomly
(uniform distribution) thrown intoU urns, what is the
expected maximum number of balls in any urn?Let
NB,U denote the expected maximal occupancy w
B balls are thrown intoU urns.

Lemma 5. The expected value of the number
I/Os done by PHASE-LRU duringphase(i) is at most
�(Ri + Gi)/D ND,D .

Proof. Since PHASE-LRU hasM-block lookahead
at the start of phase(i) it knows all the blocks in
Si . Now PHASE-LRU greedily fetches a block
the lookahead from each disk, and never evict
block in the lookahead. Hence, the number of I/
made by PHASE-LRU in phase(i) is upper bounded
by the maximum number of uncached blocks on a
disk in that phase. Using Lemma 4, the expec
maximal number of uncached blocks on any disk
bounded byN(Ri+Gi),D, which is at most�(Ri +
Gi)/DND,D . ✷
Lemma 6. Let TOPT denote the number of I/Os don
by the optimal offline algorithm OPT in servicing th
reference string.TOPT � 1

5

∑
i 1 + Ri+Gi

D
, where the

sum is taken over all phases in the reference string

Proof. The total number of red blocks in the referen
string is

∑
i Ri ; hence

TOPT�
⌈∑

i Ri

D

⌉
.

Consider two adjacent phases, phase(i − 1) and
phase(i). By definition, there areM + Gi distinct
bined. Summing over all the phases we have

TOPT�
⌈∑

i Gi

D

⌉/
2.

Finally, by definition of a phase there are at leastM +1
blocks referenced in any two phases, and so OPT m
fetch at least 1 block, doing at least 1 I/O, in ea
pair of phases. Hence,TOPT�

∑
i 1/2. Combining the

individual inequalities the lemma follows.✷
Theorem 1. The competitive ratio of PHASE-LRU
�(logD/ log logD).

Proof. Using Lemma 5, the expected number of I/
done by PHASE-LRU is at mostND,D (

∑
i 1 +

Ri+Gi

D
), whereRi andGi are the number of red an

green blocks respectively inSi , and the sum is take
over all phases in the reference string. From Lemm
and using the fact thatND,D = O(logD/ log logD),
the result follows. ✷

3. Discussion

We presented a simple buffer management a
rithm for parallel I/O and analyzed its competitive r
tio in the Parallel Disk Model. For deterministic plac
ment the lower bound on competitive ratio ofanyalgo-
rithm is known [5] to be�(

√
D ). For PHASE-LRU a

lower bound of�(min{√M,D}) was obtained. With
random block placement on disks, PHASE-LRU p
forms significantly better, and was shown to hav
competitive ratio of�(logD/ log logD).
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